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Project Scope

https://www.bitcraze.io/crazyflie-2-1/

https://magpi.raspberrypi.org/articles/skywriter



System Overview

Image is original work



Skywriter HAT Sensor

Image is original work



Skywriter HAT - How it works

Images from Skywriter HAT Datasheet

Skywriter constantly emits an electric field

When conductive objects (like a finger) disturb this 
field, electrodes measure this disturbance



Skywriter HAT - Model
- Detects 200 positions per second
- 150 dots per inch
- Measured range of 0-2 cm

By nakulll - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=81039047



Drone - Crazyflie 2.0 Structure
Quadcopter, also known as quadrotor, is a
helicopter with four rotors.

The rotors are directed upwards and they are placed
in a square formation with equal distance from the
center of mass of the quadcopter.

The quadcopter is controlled by adjusting the
angular velocities of the rotors which are spun by
electric motors.

https://www.bitcraze.io/crazyflie-2-1/



Drone - Mathematical 
Model

Assumptions

The crazyflie, our quadcopter, can be modelled as a 
rigid body, thus the well-known dynamic equations 
can be used.

It is symmetrical in its geometry, mass and propulsion 
system.

Its mass is fixed.

Along z



Drone - Mathematical 
Model



Drone - Mathematical 
Model

Inertial Frame
Body Frame



Resources
Mobile app Crazyflie client

https://www.bitcraze.io/getting-started-with-the-crazyflie-2-0/



Utilized Function



Alternative Function



Results to date



Tasks - midpoint
Characterize the sensor

Model the drone

Investigate the drone’s API

Translate sensor readings

Fine tune drone flight

100%

100%

75%

50%



Tasks - now
Characterize the sensor

Model the drone

Investigate the drone’s API

Translate sensor readings

Fine tune drone flight

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%



System Overview - Open Loop

Image is original work

Difficult to stabilize 
and project accurate 

trajectory



System Overview - Closed Loop

Image is original work



Calibration
1) Adjust the propellers

Well balanced propellers reduce the vibrations in the copter and the noise in the sensors, improving the stability of 
the Crazyflie

1) Use pre-mounted sensor
a) 3 axis gyro (MPU-9250)
b) 3 axis accelerometer (MPU-9250)
c) 3 axis magnetometer (MPU-9250)
d) high precision pressure sensor (LPS25H)

1) Install additional sensors
a) VLS3L0x
b) PMW3901



Inner State Estimation
● In order to allow stable drone flight, we added an

expansion board that contains two sensors, the
VL53L0x time-of-flight (ToF) sensor and an
optical flow sensor PMW3901. The ToF sensor is
a laser ranging sensor that measures the
distance of the drone from the ground. The
optical flow sensor uses a low-resolution camera
to measure movements in the x and y
coordinates relative to the ground.

● The PMWB901 requires SPI interface, while the
VL53L0x requires I2C connectivity, the PCB
board handles the connectivity constraints and
allows direct communication with the drone.

PMW3901 
Lens



Optical Flow Sensor

Gageik, Nils & Strohmeier, Michael & Montenegro, Sergio. (2013). An Autonomous UAV with an Optical Flow Sensor for Positioning and Navigation. 
International Journal of Advanced Robotic Systems. 10. 1. 10.5772/56813.



Why use the Kalman Filter?
The force generated by a propeller translating with respect to the free stream will 
typically be significantly different from the static thrust force f. This deviation is given by 
fa, which is taken to be a function of the quadrocopter’s relative airspeed. 
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Kalman’s Prediction



Kalman Filter Implementation -
Crazyflie Firmware

https://github.com/bitcraze/crazyflie-firmware/blob/6308ff47ff4d4691f9b7f6f991564244c76d7910/src/modules/src/estimator_kalman.c#L1034-L1098

https://github.com/bitcraze/crazyflie-firmware/blob/6308ff47ff4d4691f9b7f6f991564244c76d7910/src/modules/src/estimator_kalman.c


Flight Demo

Figure 8 Precoded Sequence



Sensor-Drone integration
- Large issue with combining the dependency packages (sensor requires root, drone 

does not)
- Specified a fixed velocity at which the drone flies (this was a design choice)
- Code

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1I-BwvKTw-pNsC5sD6x-52Fi34IDm0Zdb


Analysis
Issue “Why” Effects

Extremely noisy 
measurements

No re-calibration of sensor Very inaccurate and 
inconsistent measurements

Static or slow movement 
causes large shifts in 
measured value

Sensor does adapt to 
sustained distortions in EM 
field

Very difficult to do slow or 
precise movements

These can be seen in the flight demonstrations!



Solutions + Conclusion
- Primary issues are due to the near-field sensor being relatively cheap ($20)
- Able to compensate for some issues (noisy measurements) by reducing spatial 

resolution through averaging
- A more suitable (cheap) sensor would have been an optical flow sensor (fairly robust 

for $40)
- More numerical analysis on drone positioning could be done utilizing something like 

optitrack system



Flight demonstrations (with sensor)






